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Saturday, November 17. 2007

PSP GNU CHESS: Chess game for PSP v1.0.3

Hi All,
GNU Chess is command line Chess program running on many differents systems such as UNIX, windows or MacOS. It
was started in 1986 by Stuart Cracraft, who is continuing to develop it with other coders such as Chua Kong Sian, Lukas
Geyer, Simon Waters and David A. Wheeler.
PSP Gnu Chess use the GNU Chess version 5.07 for the Artificial Intelligence, and i've added a Graphical User
interface.
How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
What's new is this version ?
- IR Keyboard support
- Add Option to highlight last move
- Display captured and promoted pieces
- Add virtual keyboard to enter PGN filename
- Load and Save PGN game file
- Fix joypad/pad speed issue
Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.
pspgchess-v1.0.3-fw15.zip
pspgchess-v1.0.3-fw3x.zip
pspgchess-v1.0.3-src.zip
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there :
zx81's forum on dcemu network or zx81's forum on qj.net

Posted by zx-81 in Chess Game at 22:27
ir keyboard not working with 5.0 m33-6...hugo and write work fine...but this has no response at all with my targus keyboard...works
fine with psp buttons though.
ozbrn5 on Apr 15 2009, 02:45
hi. i'm a noob programmer who's just stepped into the psp programming world.
i think this is a stupid question, but i'm having problems compiling this babe...
i've got a clean install of psptoolchain from the svn repo on a clean install of ubuntu 9.04 with the latest updates on vmware.
i am completely sure that psptoolchain was installed fine, because psp-gcc version prints all right.
but when i run makefile, my terminal spits out the message something similar to SDL/libttf.h not found.
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i tried apt-get install libsdl1.2-dev, but i'm still stuck on that error...
if you could give this noob a hand, i will greatly appreciate it.
jimbird@naver.com
jimbird on Oct 9 2009, 16:36
Try to use my pre-compiled SDK for linux :
http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/index.php?/categories/52-SDK
Cheers,
Zx
zx-81 on Oct 9 2009, 17:24
Hi
I´m spanish user. I wolud like to get a new update for GNU Chess. The time isn´t to come out in the version 5.07
Could we do it?
Please,
Best regards
Rudy on Nov 30 2009, 23:02
Hi Rudy,
Sorry but i don't understand what you want me to do ?
Regards,
Zx
zx-81 on Dec 1 2009, 21:45
oh i see, you want me to add time on this chess game ?
Zx
zx-81 on Jan 24 2010, 15:58
is this homebrew application will work on CFW 5.50 gen d2?
MJ on Apr 14 2012, 06:46
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